PASADENA
COLORING BOOK

KNEELING MAN WITH
HAMMER
Artist Viola Frey created
Kneeling Man with a Hammer,
a large eight-foot tall ceramic
statue residing in One
Colorado’s historic Smith
Alley. The colorful workman
appears to be welcoming
shoppers to the sinfully sweet
Sugarfina candy boutique.
The piece has actually been
installed in this location since
1992, long before the shop
opened. It’s nearly impossible
to resist stopping to take his
photo.

Located At:
One Colorado
41 Hugus Alley
Pasadena, CA 91103

FORK IN THE ROAD
The pun-based fork in the
road at the intersection
of Pasadena and St. John
Avenues on Bellefontaine
Street is marked with an
18-foot tall wooden fork
sculpture. Artist Ken Marshall
originally placed the piece on
the island to honor his friend
Bob Stane’s 75th birthday
in 2009. The city removed
the “guerilla” art installation
since it wasn’t permitted,
but it was such a hit with the
community that they were
able to get permits to reinstall
it. Now—beyond its popularity
as a selfie prop—the fork is
often used as a place for food
drives and other philanthropic
activities. Locals also have
been known to add a “meal”
to the sculpture every once in
a while. So keep an eye out for
some tasteful antics!

Located At:
S. St. John Ave
Pasadena, CA 91105

WHEN IT COMES TO DREAMS AND VISIONS
Flower power takes on deeper meaning in a mural by Mark Venaglia entitled When It Comes to Dreams and Visions,
I’ve the Soul of a Millionaire (Per sogni e per chimere, l’anima ho millionaria). The two-sectioned 7 x 12-foot acrylic
mural was commissioned by the City of Pasadena. The work depicts Pasadena’s natural world and features large
white Matilija poppies with representations of the Arroyo Seco Bridge and San Gabriel Mountains.
Located At:
185 S. Euclid Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101

BLUE BOY
Bought by Henry and Arabella
Huntington in 1921 for
$728,000 the iconic “Blue
Boy” is the pride and joy
of the Huntington Library,
Art Museum, and Botnical
Gardens’ gallery. Painted
around 1770 by Thomas
Gainsborough, “Blue Boy” is
an oil painting praised for its
attention to detail and fine
artistry. Note the way the light
follows each fold of the fabric
in the blue Van Dyck suit and
the way the material seems to
shine and flow. It is suggested
that the boy in the painting
is the artists’ nephew,
Gainsborough Dupont, but
the his identity has never
been confirmed.

Located At:
The Huntington Library, Art
Museum, and Botanical Gardens
1151 Oxford Rd
San Marino, CA 91108

THREE MOONS
The Three Moons by John Okulick plays upon primary colors and simple black
and white tones. The flat steel and glass sculpture features two circles and
one half circle in red, blue, and yellow arranged on a field of geometric shapes.
This Mondrian-like composition of colored shapes and lines is a bold piece in
Pasadena’s public art collection.
Located At:
860 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91101

